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The great teachers of art and music, like those of science,
often complain bitterly of the lack of education of the
people who come to their schools and colleges.
To complete the picture one should make a similar claim
for systematic teaching of art and music to those brilliant
pupils who specialize far too early on those subjects in
which their teachers and parents hope they will distinguish
themselves in scholarship examinations and, later, at the
university. Such children suffer because their elders tend
to rate success in examinations too highly, education too
lowly.
The influence of school and family over these highly
intelligent and, in some cases, highly sensitive children can
hardly be overestimated. Most children of exceptional
intelligence will become linguists, mathematicians, painters
or musicians, not because their intelligence functioned along
one line only, but because they were subjected to certain
influences during the most impressionable years of their
life. Sometimes they follow in the footsteps of the family
or a loved teacher; sometimes they start out on a new
field of exploration for themselves, also probably because
of an early experience which made them turn away from
their father's profession, Had, in short, J. S. Bach been
the son of a great physicist and gone to a school whose
chief god was mathematics, we might have lost one of
our greatest musicians and gained a great scientist,
In certain schools there is a tendency to exploit a child
with exceptional talent, especially if it is for music or
acting. Such a practice is wrong,*for it causes a child to
rely unduly on the approval of others when he must in
the long run acquire his own standards of conduct; la
many cases it also leads to his overestimating his gifts*
Undue praise may do nearly as much harm as undue blame*
for it gives wrong standards of personal worth aad adhk^e-
ment. A school must be run on the assumption tibat it
takes children of all types, of all grades of inteffigeace and

